CIESLA BEELER, LLC
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Date

Hon. XXXXXX
Richard J. Daley Center
50 W. Washington St., Room
Chicago, IL 60602
Re: Case Name Case Number
Dear Judge XXXX:
This is a preliminary written report pursuant to 750 ILCS 5/506(a)(2). This report is being
furnished to the Court, as required, but I would prefer that it not be filed with the Clerk’s office
and made a public record unless the Court believes it should be. This Report contains private
information, which should be redacted in accordance with Illinois Supreme Court Rule 138,
should it be placed in the court file of this matter. Additionally, and as an admonition to the
parties, while the minor child is too young to understand this report, at no time in the future
should this report, nor its contentions be shared with the child without my express written
consent, or pursuant to a Court Order. I would also ask the parents not to share this report with
their other children who are not within the jurisdiction of this judicial body.
The following initial recommendations of the Guardian Ad Litem (“GAL”) are the major
recommendations of the GAL but not all of the recommendations the GAL will make at the trial
of this case. The basis of each of the recommendations, the information the GAL relied upon,
and the voice of the child(ren) through the GAL’s notes, which will be reported and shared
through the testimony of the GAL through the trial of this cause. Further, this report is subject to
change as additional information becomes known to the GAL.
To date I have met with the parties individually, MOTHER’s daughter Child #2 (briefly after
emergency intervention), FATHER and his attorney, and am working to schedule a meeting with
Child #1 who is the primary subject of this investigation.
THE FAMILY
FATHER
MOTHER
Child #1, age 7
Child #2, age 18, MOTHER’s daughter from a prior relationship
Child #3, age 15, FATHER’s daughter from a prior relationship
191 WAUKEGAN ROAD, SUITE 315
NORTHFIELD, ILLINOIS 60093
T. 847.868.1860
F. 847.868.1862
WWW.CIESLABEELER.COM
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BACKGROUND
The parties met while FATHER (FATHER) was 19 years old and a college student at Arizona
State University and MOTHER was 15 years old and was a high school student living with her
parents. The pair developed an intimate relationship and both admit to using and abusing drugs
and alcohol during this period of courtship.
The parties discontinued their relationship when MOTHER graduated from high school and
pursued college in Florida. Both went on to finish their educations and have children with other
partners. The parties reconnected through Linked In when MOTHER was living in California
and FATHER was living in Chicago.
MOTHER, her daughter Child #2 and FATHER moved in together at some point thereafter.
FATHER, with MOTHER’s support, obtained custody of FATHER’s child from a prior
relationship, Child #3. At the time, Child #3 was living with the maternal grandparents as the
biological mother was struggling with addiction.
Neither party indicated that the police or the Department of Children and Family Services was
ever involved with their family.
FATHER told me that he was convicted of Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol in 2001 after
the death of his mother, which followed in close proximity the death of his father. To his credit
FATHER acknowledged that he lacked appropriate coping skills and at the time, he used drugs
and alcohol to cope with adversity.
FATHER also admits that when Child #3 was an infant, in April, 2005, he and Child #3’s mother
(Jessica) were arrested for possession of drugs. Child #3 was with FATHER and biological
mother at the time they were transporting the drugs. Police did not call DCFS to take Child #3
into custody, but turned the child over to the maternal grandparents who were and remain
residents of Wisconsin. The charges against FATHER and Jessica were eventually dismissed for
lack of probable cause; however, Child #3 stayed with the maternal grandparents for years
thereafter.
MOTHER denies any arrests or convictions.
FATHER told me that on May 29, 2005 he went to his brother’s house seeking help for drug
addiction. FATHER reports that he was admitted to a rehab program for a period of three
months and spent August 2005 through February 2006 in a half-way house.
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FATHER proudly told me that he maintained total sobriety from drugs and alcohol for 12 ½
years, from May 30, 2005 to Labor Day Weekend, 2017. During that period he went to
Alcoholics Anonymous 2-4 times per week, had a sponsor and acted as a sponsor for men going
through the program. At the beginning of the meetings, he stood and said: “My name is
FATHER and I am an alcoholic addict.” FATHER tells me that he chose AA because his first
sponsor (a former cocaine addict) used the AA “Big Book” and AA’s philosophy. He said that it
was preferable to Narcotics Anonymous because of different treatment philosophy. He denies
choosing AA because he is an alcoholic. FATHER told me he referred to himself as an
“alcoholic addict” in order to honor the members of AA who are alcoholics. FATHER tells me
that he believes that he was never an alcoholic, but only a drug addict. He believes that he can
control his use of alcohol.
In addition to using alcohol, FATHER has admitted to me that since Labor Day of 2017 he used
marijuana (for a period of months) on multiple occasions, while he was using alcohol, and on at
least one occasion, he and MOTHER smoked marijuana together while on a trip to New York.
MOTHER confirms this. FATHER told me that he wanted to explore marijuana because he has
heard “it’s better than it was in the past,” and made a reference to it being legal in some states.
FATHER’s re-engaging in the use of alcohol started after a fight with MOTHER. He told me
that he had no intention of going back to alcohol prior to this time and had not discussed that
issue with his then sponsor, MOTHER or any mental health professionals and that his decision
was spontaneous and a result of being “infuriated” because of a verbal altercation with
MOTHER. Since FATHER’s reengaging with the use of alcohol, he has stopped attending AA
and participating in that treatment program. FATHER has gone back to his first sponsor who he
now considers a “life coach.” He is not participating in any 12 step program.
It should be noted that MOTHER has provided me with text messages for the period of Labor
Day, 2017 to the present, purporting to be from FATHER where he appears to say:






(with respect to drinking) “Well, I stopped before. And I can do it again.”
(referring to a trip booked while intoxicated) “Alcoholism was not the reason.
You were the reason for the trip.”
“You were the reason for drinking and driving. Never again.”
“I’ve been thinking about it all last night and today. I’m going back to AA when I
get home. I can‘t have you not trusting me with Child #1. Child #1 is more
important than drinking.”
MOTHER asks: “You are sober, right?” FATHER writes: “Yes. Today is day 8.
All done. Didn’t like who I became on booze. Not to mention, hangovers really
suck now. Too old for that shit.”
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(referring to the draft Allocation Judgment) “I have to review the language you
put in the agreement about sobriety. As you know, it’s one day at a time. I want
to make sure I’m not ‘punished’ for a slip (God willing it won’t happen) …”

MOTHER is insisting that in order to settle this matter, FATHER must agree to maintain total
sobriety from drugs and alcohol. Provided FATHER agrees, MOTHER concedes to joint
decisions and 50-50 parenting time. FATHER views MOTHER’s request for total sobriety as
controlling and unnecessary. FATHER insists that he is a drug addict, but not an alcoholic and
can control his use of alcohol. FATHER further insists that he is not a danger to Child #1.
From MOTHER’s perspective, FATHER is an alcoholic and drug addict and she does not
believe he can control his use of alcohol.
I asked FATHER directly if he was concerned about any drug and/or alcohol use by MOTHER.
He indicated the following: 1) MOTHER needs a tranquilizer to fly on an airplane due to anxiety
and he did not want an “out of it” parent traveling with Child #1; 2) that MOTHER’s mother was
bringing Child #1 to bars to watch MOTHER’s brother perform. MOTHER’s brother is in a
famous band. He does not feel a bar is an appropriate environment for Child #1; 3) He suspects
MOTHER leaves Child #1 with her brother who is allegedly a drug user; and 4) he suspects that
MOTHER’s daughter (Child #2) drinks and smokes pot. In my first meeting with FATHER, he
did not express any concern with respect to MOTHER’s current use of drugs and alcohol. In my
second meeting with FATHER he raised concerns that MOTHER, while away on a trip, likely
used marijuana gummies with friends. He does not believe MOTHER can pass a drug test.
MOTHER admitted to smoking pot in New York with FATHER, but denies all other drug use.
She claims to drink socially. She did admit that she takes Ativan when she flies because she is
an anxious flier. She said she bought the Ativan in Mexico many years ago.
MOTHER admits that a sibling has had issues with drugs, but denies alcohol or drug addiction of
other family members.
FATHER denies any drug or alcohol issues in his family. MOTHER disputes this alleging that
FATHER reported to her that his mother was an untreated alcoholic and his brother Monty is an
alcoholic.
Other Siblings
While I have very little to say about Child #1’s siblings, two children from each parent’s prior
relationship, I am very concerned about the possibility that one or both of these children have or
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are currently using alcohol and/or drugs in the home. How each parent addresses these situations
is particularly illustrative to me.
FATHER has confirmed to me that at only 15, Child #3 (a product of two parents with addiction
issues) was using Xanax, alcohol, smoking marijuana and juuling. Both parties acknowledge
that Child #3 had a BB gun shaped like a handgun and a hunting knife secreted in the bedroom.
While both parties assign different weight to the “weapon” issue, both agree that it was not
appropriate for Child #3 to have the weapons and have removed them. The child has received at
least two tickets for drug use/possession by municipal authorities. FATHER reports that the
child is not in therapy because it has been difficult to find a therapist who would address Child
#3’s issue. He has indicated to me that the rules in his home are now more strict and he is
monitoring Child #3 much more closely to assure that the drug and alcohol issues were not a
continued problem.
FATHER accuses Child #2 of using drugs and alcohol in the past. MOTHER reports that Child
#2 did so when a freshman in high school; Child #2 is now a senior. MOTHER told me that
when MOTHER suspected marijuana use, she took Child #2 to be professionally tested. She
said that Child #2’s grades were suffering as well. MOTHER immediately started Child #2 in
therapy and restricted social activities for one full year and focused on improving academic
performance. She says Child #2 is now an A/B student and passed a drug test when hired at a
current part time job.
COURT ACTION
On October 1, 2018, this Court entered an Agreed Order which provided that FATHER would
have parenting time on specific days and would video breathalyzer blows no more than 15
minutes before and after each period of parenting time. Father was to email the videos to the
GAL contemporaneous to the blows. If FATHER blows a positive breathalyzer, his visits
terminate until further order of court. The Agreed Order also provides that FATHER will sign
up for Soberlink.
BREATHALYZER BLOWS
I have received text/email messages with respect to breathalyzer blows:
Thursday, October 4 at 3:08 p.m.
Thursday, October 4 at 8:47 p.m.
Friday, October 12, 2018 at 7:29 p.m.
Friday, October 12, 2018 at 11:23 p.m. (late)
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Saturday, October 13, 2018 at 10:23 a.m.
Saturday, October 13, 2018 at 6:18 p.m.
Sunday, October 14, 2018 at 9:54 a.m.
Sunday, October 14, 2018 (missed)
There are several problems with the way our temporary system is working, specifically: I don’t
get time/date stamped videos, the blows go to me and it is incumbent upon me to review on
weekends in a timely manner, and, the order is silent as to late and/or missed blows, but does
indicate a positive blow stops all parenting time. I am disappointed that there’s been a problem
with 25% of the blows in the case, two out of the eight tests over four visits.
FATHER has acknowledged the late blow and the missed blow; however I am significantly
concerned. Further, FATHER has advised that he would like to continue with the current
protocol because he says that he cannot afford Soberlink.
EVALUATION
FATHER has appeared for a Court Ordered alcohol evaluation. A report with the results is
attached hereto, with FATHER’s birthdate and social security number redacted.

TEMPORARY CONCLUSIONS AND RECCOMENDATIONS
While my investigation is still pending, I have some immediate major concerns, specifically:







FATHER was sober for 12 ½ years – abstaining from all alcohol and drugs until a
fight with MOTHER. FATHER’s response to his feeling of infuriation was to
drink. I suspect that FATHER’s decision to do so was a way to cope with his
feelings.
FATHER is not currently in therapy, nor is he attending any type of 12 step
program.
FATHER’s drinking may lead his inhibitions to be lowered such that it is easier
for him to make choices that endanger himself and Child #1, for example, using
marijuana, which has already occurred.
Of the eight tests scheduled, FATHER missed one test and was late for another.
The alcohol evaluation performed by Catholic Charities was limited in that it
relied solely on FATHER’s self-report and did not include information from
collaterals.
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The Court is well familiar that cases involving drug and alcohol use are complex, take years,
often call for the appointment of various experts and cost the parties tens of thousands of dollars
– the net impact of which is continued stress and turmoil on the parties but especially on the
children. While this Court only has one child within its jurisdiction, the parties have three
children as a blended family. It is my speculation that all three children (two minors and one
adult) are impacted by this litigation and the issues presented here.
In an effort to mitigate the damage to the children and the emotional and financial cost to this
family, I have talked with the parties and their counsel. MOTHER and her counsel appear to be
approaching this case in a non-punitive way, and are asking for FATHER to return to complete
sobriety, engage in some type of rehab program and return to AA. After which MOTHER
appears willing to work toward a 50/50 arrangement with equal decision making.
Just this morning I met with FATHER and his attorney Mark Belongia. The purpose of the
meeting was to share some of the information I learned and discuss the two paths this case could
take: one that would likely involve extended litigation, continued testing, limits on parenting
time, and additional experts versus a return to total sobriety and a path to equal time and decision
making with and for Child #1.
With all cases involving children, the choices each parent makes are weighty. I understand that
FATHER is considering his choices and I believe that is important for him to take time and
consult with those in his support system with respect to forward steps.
I believe that it is best for children to maximize the time they have with his or her parent,
provided the relationship is safe and healthy (after considering all of the statutory factors). I
believe MOTHER when she says that FATHER is a good dad; however, given where we are
today, with the history and the missed/late tests, I believe that FATHER may be engaging in
conduct that will seriously endanger Child #1’s mental, moral and physical health and may
significantly impair his emotional development. I believe that the following should occur in
order to protect Child #1:




FATHER should participate in individual therapy to work on issues related to
coping strategies that do not involve alcohol or drugs.
FATHER should enroll in the Soberlink program and participate as ordered for a
period of no less than 30 days prior to being permitted overnight parenting time
and being permitted to drive with the child.
If FATHER elects not to pursue total sobriety (from alcohol and drugs), the Court
should strongly consider the appointment of an expert who will evaluate the entire
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family and make recommendations regarding potential substance abuse, parenting
time and decision making.
Further, I recommend the following occur:





The Custody/Visitation Injunctive Order be entered in this matter to include a
mutual provision with respect to the illegal drugs.
The parents follow State law with respect to the use of a booster seat.
The child not be taken to bars, even for a purported family event. (Going to eat at
Buffalo Wild Wings to watch a hockey game is fine, going to a late concert may
not be age appropriate.)
If MOTHER travels out of town she must provide FATHER with her contact
information, if different from her cell number; the dates of her travel and the
name and contact information for the person or persons caring for Child #1.

I am aware that FATHER has a trip planned in Arizona with Child #1 over Christmas vacation. I
am concerned about the length of the trip, the fact that the trip will include significant time with
FATHER’s alleged alcoholic brother, and the distance form Chicago. If something were to
occur, MOTHER will not be able to retrieve Child #1 quickly.
I recommend that parenting time stop immediately until Soberlink testing starts. I recommend
that a late blow and a failed blow constitute a positive blow. I also suggest that FATHER not be
permitted to drive Child #1 until further order of court. I believe FATHER needs to establish a
consistent track record of compliance with Court ordered testing as part of this Court’s
evaluation of the parties and what is in the best interest of the minor child.
I thank the Court for the opportunity to work with this family.

Sincerely,

Kathryn L. Ciesla
Attorney at Law

cc:

FATHER and his attorney
MOTHER and her attorney

